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Compass Group is Committed to GrowinG 
responsibly. We belIeve responsIble busIness 
Comes from lIstenInG and learnInG, and havInG  
In plaCe a Clear Corporate responsIbIlIty vIsIon  
and strateGy. It also Comes from havInG the 
proCesses and systems to folloW throuGh and  
an embedded CommItment to lIvInG our values.
— Ian el-mokadem, Group managing director
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our approach
We see our approach to corporate 
responsibility as the contribution we 
can make to sustainable development. 
the uk Government aims to pursue 
sustainable development through 
an integrated approach: achieving a 
sustainable, innovative and productive 
economy and a just and healthy 
society, while respecting the limits of 
the planet’s environment, resources 
and biodiversity. We look to the uk 
Government’s strategy to inform our 
objectives and how we should work 
to achieve them. We also engage with 
various parts of the Government to 
demonstrate our approach in helping  
to shape the health of the nation.

over the last year we have reviewed  
our process for identifying and 
prioritising corporate responsibility 
issues. this has led to the 
development of a revised framework 
for managing the issues that are 
important to our business and our 
stakeholders, and is in line with 
guidance provided by business in 
the Community and the department 
for environment, food and rural 
affairs (defra). We have established 
roadmaps for key issues of concern, 
including meeting the climate change 
challenge. embedding the Corporate 
responsibility framework is a key 
driver in our management and 
performance framework (map)  
and is essential in our drive to  
grow our business. 

Corporate responsibility in our Company
Compass Group is a people business and our people are fundamental to its 
success. an environment of mutual respect, where everyone is highly motivated 
by their work, where we have a strong commitment to deliver and where retention 
is good, are the standards we strive to achieve and maintain. the board of 
Compass Group plC is fully engaged in delivering a holistic approach to corporate 
responsibility and has a sub-committee to oversee the implementation of a global 
strategy and regularly review key performance indicators and targets.

Within our uk and Ireland business the executive committee as a whole is 
responsible for corporate responsibility. the directors are responsible for ensuring 
compliance with Compass Group’s corporate values and standards. Going 
forward, we will be setting up a forum to consider and review environmental, 
ethical and social issues relevant to our business and this will report regularly to 
the executive Committee. Its role will be to promote awareness of this framework 
across the business, including training and communication. I will chair the forum 
and will have specific responsibility for our corporate responsibility policies and 
leading the development of new initiatives and targets. 

all employees have a responsibility to abide by our policies and procedures,  
which have been developed to guide colleagues and therefore monitor and 
regulate the conduct of the day-to-day operations of the business. these policies 
and procedures include our health, safety and environmental policy and are 
available to all employees through a web-based information system. everyone is 
encouraged to make suggestions to improve the way we work.

ian el-mokadem 
Group managing director 
Compass Group uk & Ireland

introduction from our Group 
managing director 
times change, our values are 
constant, but the world is changing 
around us. the past decade has  
seen an ever more lively debate 
about the role and responsibility of 
companies. our primary contribution 
at Compass Group is, quite simply,  
to be in business. responsible  
wealth creation is the most 
fundamental social contribution that 
any business can make. 

how a company lives out its values 
and meets its responsibilities is  
an increasingly important focus for 
all our stakeholders. the leading 
companies of the 21st century 
must rise to the challenge that this 
increasing focus presents, as it is  
no longer good enough to merely  
say you are making profits. 

stakeholders – whether employees, 
clients and consumers, governments, 
communities, suppliers or shareholders 
– want to know how a business is run.  
engaging with these stakeholders is 
essential to improving the transparency 
of our operations. We must constantly 
review what living our values means  
in a contemporary world. 

It is a privilege to introduce this 
framework to our stakeholders.  
We have a responsibility to  
manage our business in a way  
that contributes to our long-term 
sustainability and that of the society 
and environment around us. I believe 
that the best preparation for our 
sustainability is to focus on five  
pillars of Corporate responsibility.

the five pillars of Corporate 
responsibility are our way of allowing  
us to focus on and manage the key 
issues which impact, or have the 
potential to impact, our business  
and our people. they demonstrate  
the importance of corporate 
responsibility within our business. 

each day we must look to support 
and develop our employees; ensure 
the good health and wellbeing of 
our consumers; make a positive 
contribution to the communities  
in which we work and the world in 
which we live, and run our business  
to the highest ethical standards. 
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our GuIdInG prInCIples

Compass Group uk & Ireland is part 
of Compass Group plC, a market 
leader in providing food and a range 
of selected support services to clients 
in the workplace, in schools and 
colleges, in hospitals, at leisure or  
in remote environments.

It brings together the combined 
strength of a group which operates  
in around 62 countries, with more  
than 360,000 employees, to deliver 
the same superior standards of 
service globally, daily and personally.

Health, safety and environment  
First – never to compromise on the 
health and safety of our customers 
and our people, and to manage 
responsibly the impact that our 
business has on the environment.

delivering for Clients and  
Consumers – to earn the continued 
loyalty of our customers by 
consistently demonstrating why  
we are the first choice for quality, 
service, value and innovation.

developing our people and  
Valuing diversity – to recognise  
the diversity and contribution of  
our people. We create a work 
environment that is challenging  
and provides the opportunities  
and support for everyone to  
develop, learn and succeed.

profitable Growth – to deliver 
shareholder value through disciplined, 
sustainable growth, underpinned by 
strong governance that contributes  
to and leverages the benefits of our 
global scale.

Constant Focus on performance 
and efficiency – to deliver the highest 
quality and performance, whilst 
relentlessly driving to be the lowest 
cost, most efficient provider.

a strong approach to corporate 
responsibility ensures that everyone 
within Compass Group understands 
their responsibilities to clients, 
consumers, colleagues, the 
community and the environment.  
We also recognise that our approach 
is important to our clients and we  
are proud to work in close partnership 
with them to support their corporate 
responsibility strategies.

our Corporate responsibility 
framework is a key part of 
everyday life, with everyone taking 
accountability for their actions.  
each day we look to:

  support and develop our 
employees 

  run our business to the highest 
ethical standards

  support the good health and 
wellbeing of our consumers 

  reduce our impact on the world  
in which we live

  make a positive contribution  
to the communities in which we  
live and work.

as the leader in many of our markets 
we recognise we have a responsibility 
to set a high benchmark and 
demonstrate the importance we 
place on our responsibilities. We have 
created the role of uk Corporate 
affairs and Corporate responsibility 
director to lead and co-ordinate our 
activities and draw on the high levels 
of specialist skills and expertise from 
within our business. these areas 
include nutrition, health and safety, 
environment, purchasing and supply 
chain, and people development.

like many listed companies, Compass 
Group’s corporate responsibility 
performance is rated by independent 
organisations that assess the extent  
to which companies effectively 
manage social, environmental and 
ethical matters and as a consequence 
deliver improved performance.

We are a member of the ftse4 
Good Index series. this measures 
the performance of companies that 
meet globally recognised corporate 
responsibility standards. for inclusion, 
eligible companies must meet criteria 
requirements in five areas:

—  Working towards environmental 
sustainability

—  developing positive relationships 
with stakeholders

—  up-holding and supporting 
universal human rights

—  ensuring good supply chain labour 
standards

—  Countering bribery.

as a signatory to the united nations 
Global Compact, we are also 
committed to taking action to support 
and uphold each of the principles 
it describes in relation to business 
integrity, human rights and the 
environment, and report annually on 
compliance with the principles.

We are also a member of the  
dow Jones sustainability Index,  
which assesses companies’  
strategies on corporate governance, 
economic performance and impact  
on the environment.

our Vision  
to be a World-Class provIder 
of ContraCt food-servICe and 
support servICes, renoWned  
for our Great people, our Great 
servICe, and our Great results.

our FiVe 
pillars  
of Corporate 
responsIbIlIty

Compass  
Group  
uk and  
Ireland
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pillar 
one 
our 
people

our Corporate Goals 
start witH a FoCus on 
Great people. to aCHieVe 
exCellenCe, we need tHe 
riGHt people witH tHe riGHt 
skills in tHe riGHt plaCes. 
we are redoublinG our 
eFForts in tHis area  
by enHanCinG tHe way we 
reCruit talented people  
and proVide opportunities 
For deVelopment.

Health, safety and environment
keeping our employees, clients  
and consumers safe is number one  
on the Compass Group agenda.  
the very nature of our business  
brings many challenges and 
constraints, but we recognise that  
our position in both the food service 
and facilities management sectors 
brings unique responsibilities. the  
key area in which we must continue  
to focus our leadership is health  
and safety. Whilst we are pleased  
with the improvements made in 
reducing injury rates, we have  
much work to do to achieve an  
injury-free workplace.

We recognise that the promotion  
of health, safety and environment 
(hse) at work is an essential 
responsibility of employees at all  
levels. the health, safety and 
environment director has overall 
responsibility for the implementation 
of our health and safety policies and 
procedures. the purpose of our  
hse policy is to enable all employees 
to go about their responsibilities  
in the expectation that they can do so 
safely and without risk to their health. 
high standards of health and safety  
are applied across all business 
units and we endeavour to ensure 
that the health, safety and welfare 
of our employees, visitors, clients, 
sub-contractors’ employees and the 
general public are not compromised.

recruitment and reward
as the largest food service and 
support services business in the uk 
and Ireland, attracting and retaining 
great people is critical to our success. 
We start with a rigorous recruitment 
process, and follow up with a 
thorough induction, ongoing training 
and development opportunities and 
regular performance reviews. our 
rewards and benefits programme  
for all our employees seeks to deliver 
improved performance throughout 
the business, balancing short-term 
success with the attainment of our 
longer-term business goals and 
shareholder return.

local employment partnerships
Jobcentre plus is part of the 
department of Work and pensions  
and engages with jobseekers to 
help them back into employment. 
alongside this, Jobcentre plus works 
with employers to broker opportunities 
for people on benefits to find work.

as part of the uk Government’s 
welfare reform agenda, prime minister 
Gordon brown has asked major 
employers across the uk to pledge 
a partnership with Jobcentre plus to 
help those furthest from the workplace 
market back into employment. 

Compass Group is supporting this 
initiative and is working very closely 
with Jobcentre plus to help the  
long term unemployed back into  
work. as part of our commitment  
we have agreed to encourage all  
units to engage with their local 
jobcentre on an ongoing basis and, 
where we can support jobseekers, 
to provide a mentor to help them 
manage a smooth return to work.
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training and development
We are committed to encouraging 
the continuous development of 
our people, with the objective 
of maximising both their career 
potential and the overall performance 
of the business. emphasis is 
placed on work-based learning, 
with the provision of development 
opportunities supported by 
appropriate coaching and mentoring. 
this is supplemented by more  
formal training programmes, such  
as workshops.

the learning & development team are 
a vital part in the process of keeping 
employees motivated and improving 
the business by giving our people 
enhanced skills and knowledge 
through development in the classroom 
and work based learning. this year 
saw the launch of one Compass 
Welcome, an e-learning tool to induct 
all our new employees into the ways 
of Compass Group uk & Ireland. our 
adult learning programmes for nvQ 
and apprenticeships have been hugely 
successful and have seen people 
learning in their workplace after a long 
period of time away from education. 

learning & development deal with 
over 5,500 training requests from the 
business each year. there is a suite 
of 28 development courses to choose 
from, that are delivered by twelve 
regional trainers and three learning  
& development managers. 

apprenticeships
Compass Group has championed 
the development of a sustainable 
approach to apprenticeships across 
our sector. We regularly engage with 
various parts of the uk Government 
to urge a comprehensive multi-agency 
approach to deliver a skilled and 
diverse workforce for the future. 

the academy at Compass Group 
is a new and exciting opportunity 
for young people to join us and 
have full exposure to the different 
sectors to allow them to grow and 
develop into fully rounded business 
managers of the future. launched in 
2008, the academy also offers the 
candidate the opportunity to complete 
an apprenticeship in hospitality 
supervision. We aim to offer 100 
management apprenticeships a year 
by 2010.

by september 2009 all 
ColleaGues WIll have the  
opportunIty to obtaIn a 
natIonally reCoGnIsed 
QualIfICatIon WhICh ConfIrms 
theIr skIlls and CapabIlItIes.
— robin mills, human resources director

equal opportunities
We have an ongoing commitment 
to promoting equal opportunities 
and expect all of our employees 
to be treated with respect and 
dignity. our policy ensures both 
current and potential employees are 
offered the same opportunity to do 
a job regardless of sex, race, colour, 
religion, nationality, ethnic origin,  
age, sexual orientation, marital status 
or disability.

We value the diversity of our people 
and strongly believe that a more 
diverse workforce is a more creative 
workforce, and better able to adapt  
to change.

engagement and Culture
to understand the needs of our team 
and offer the best level of support, 
we encourage everyone to take part 
in a regular people survey. our latest 
comprehensive employee survey was 
conducted by hay Group Insight in 
2007 and the results communicated 
to employees. the survey had an 83% 
response rate – a fantastic response. 
It included a number of questions that 
have a proven correlation to employee 
engagement. 83% of those taking part 
understand how their job contributes  
to success, and 74% feel motivated  
to do more than is expected to get  
the job done.
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pillar 
two 
sustaInable 
sourCInG

this is clearly unsustainable, and 
consequently we have identified a 
number of key areas we believe we 
have a responsibility to address and 
indeed can do something positive 
about. managing our products, 
raw materials and ingredients in 
this way makes good business, 
and environmental sense, because 
sustainable sourcing is also 
increasingly important to our clients 
and consumers who want to  
know where and how our products  
are sourced, and what progress  
we are making.

our purchasing and supply Chain 
team are working with suppliers and 
a number of organisations on a range 
of initiatives and we are committed to 
reporting on our progress and setting 
challenging goals. as a minimum we 
will always meet the requirements set 
by Compass Group plC’s sustainable 
purchasing policy.

sustainable sourcing objectives 
Compass Group uk & Ireland’s 
sustainable sourcing strategy 
includes the following objectives: 

01_
provide full traceability of  
products and suppliers within our 
approved supply chain to ensure  
that sustainable, ethical and  
safety standards are built in to  
our requirements. 

02_
support british sourcing, working  
with farmers and growers to use  
local and regional produce made, 
grown or reared to support local  
or regional requirements.

03_
Work in partnership with our  
clients, suppliers and distributors to 
reduce the impact of our business  
on the environment. 

04_
support fairtrade farmers and  
their communities.

all of these objectives are made 
possible by our fully managed supply 
chain. by having a fully managed 
supply chain we know:

— What we buy

— Who we buy from

— What prices we pay

—  that there are appropriate levels 
of technical and financial due 
diligence in place

—  that the contracts with our  
suppliers contain appropriate  
terms and conditions

—  that we manage our suppliers 
effectively.

01 _
provide full traceability 
of products and suppliers within
our approved supply chain to
ensure sustainable, ethical and
safe standards are built in to 
our requirements.

full traceability means that we can 
trace a product that arrives in any  
one of our units to its source –  
whether it’s the chicken to the farm  
or the cabbage to the field.

by having traceability like this we can 
ensure that all products (food and 
non-food) provided to our clients and 
consumers are of consistent quality, 
safe and fit for purpose. 

suppliers must also be able  
to demonstrate environmental 
awareness in their own environmental 
policies and, as a minimum, meet  
all legislative requirements.

our approach to traceability also 
ensures we can keep our consumers 
as safe as possible. all existing 
suppliers are audited on a regular 
basis according to health and safety 
risk. We operate a traffic light system 
to categorise suppliers. those who 
are ‘red’ are excluded from the supply 
chain and not allowed to be used. all 
potential suppliers are also audited 
prior to use.

ethical trading
Compass Group is committed to 
ensuring that all of our dealings with 
suppliers – from the point of search 
and selection, through to supply 
and payment – are conducted in 
accordance with our guiding principles 
of responsible and ethical trading. 
these criteria are:

 —  employment is freely chosen

—  freedom of association and  
the right to collective bargaining  
is respected

—  Working conditions are safe  
and hygienic

—  Child labour shall not be used 

—  living wages are paid

—  Working hours are not excessive

—  no discrimination is practised

—  regular employment is provided

—  no harsh or inhumane treatment  
is allowed.

our ethical good practice is promoted 
by positive selection of suppliers 
demonstrating the points noted 
above, and by the encouragement of 
best practice amongst all suppliers. 
We expect our suppliers to adopt a 
similar position with their supply base 
and to implement similar internal 
policies to those in Compass Group.

one oF tHe key CHallenGes FaCinG mankind is tHat, as 
eConomies deVelop aCross tHe Globe, tHe supply oF raw 
materials is inCreasinGly unable to keep up witH demand. 
indeed, iF eVeryone in tHe world liVed as we do in tHe uk  
we would need tHree planets to support us. FurtHermore 
tHe extraCtion, produCtion and HarVestinG oF raw materials 
Can HaVe siGniFiCant enVironmental and soCial impaCts  
wHiCH may HaVe lonG term and Far reaCHinG ConsequenCes.
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Fish
Compass Group has had a long-
standing commitment to source 
its seafood as ethically as possible 
and in september 2008 became 
the first eu contract caterer to gain 
marine stewardship Council (msC) 
certification. a number of our outlets 
have gained msC ‘Chain of Custody’ 
traceability certification that means 
msC eco-labelled fish on Compass 
menus can be traced back to the 
fishery – and often the boat – that 
caught it. Compass Group is the first 
uk contract caterer to manage its own 
msC Chain of Custody certification. 

the msC is the world’s leading 
certification and eco labelling program 
for sustainable seafood. set up in 
1997 to tackle issues associated with 
over-fishing, the organisation allows 
certified food outlets to display its 
logo on menus, products or at the 
point of sale, when the fish has been 
caught to msC standards.

meat
as a minimum: 

—  meat must be reared, transported 
for slaughter, be slaughtered,  
and processed according to  
relevant legislation

—  meat entering the supply  
chain must be from licensed 
slaughter premises

—  Carcass and packed meat must  
be traceable

—  In respect of meat whose  
slaughter and preparation method 
is certified as halal, the slaughter 
provisions must accord with those 
appropriate codes, and must 
include humane stunning of the 
animal prior to slaughter. 

02_
support british sourcing, working
with farmers and growers to use
local and regional produce made,
grown or reared to support local 
or regional requirements.

the provenance and origin of the 
food we buy is a key consideration 
for us. We are committed to a policy 
of sustainable procurement, working 
in partnership with our suppliers and 
distributors to manage the impact of 
our business. We purchase farm to 
fork with a team of specialist buyers 
who buy directly from growers and 
producers. this ensures that we 
maintain a robust supply chain with 
complete traceability and supplier  
due diligence.

national, regional and local supply
Compass Group is committed to 
supporting national production 
of fresh produce and meat, and 
manufactured food products entering 
its supply chain. We source where 
possible, from within the uk and use 
local and regional produce made, 
grown or reared to support local or 
regional requirements, as defined by 
our clients. our regional sourcing 
manager has established relationships 
with local producers, regional food 
groups and development agencies 
to increase the percentage of uk 
sourced products and to create local 
solutions. 

Current regional sourcing figures 
include:

 —  100% of our milk from the uk,  
from a co-operative made up  
2,200 farmers (over £10.5m)

 —  100% of our eggs from the uk, 
(over £2.5m)

 —  over 95% of our root vegetables 
(over £3.0m)

 —  85% of our beef is british/Irish.

our consolidated distribution 
network gives regional producers 
the opportunity to supply our entire 
business – they only have to make one 
large delivery to reach all our units.

Chicken eggs 
suppliers should meet appropriate 
standards for health and safety, 
traceability, shelf life and animal 
welfare. these should be equivalent or 
superior to those set out in the british 
egg Industry Council’s lion Code.

Fresh produce
We expect our suppliers to meet the 
relevant Codes of practice applicable 
in their marketplace and generally 
strive towards best practice. 

milk
milk must be produced in a safe, 
hygienic environment and meet the 
relevant Codes of practice. 

animal welfare
Compass Group is committed to 
animal welfare and we work with 
animal welfare organisations, suppliers 
and clients to promote the use of farm 
assurance schemes that achieve best 
practices in animal welfare. 

provenance
We have an extensive range of 
products sourced because of their 
clear regional provenance and 
celebrated for their quality and 
integrity. these include:

—  Gloucester old spot pork

—  scottish beef

—  Welsh lamb 

—  Gressingham duck

—  Cropwell bishop stilton.

the Gloucester old spot pork is 
sourced by ensors, a family business 
with over 70 years experience.  
ensors is Gloucestershire based 
and led by robert ensor, a farmer 
himself. the Woodland free range 
pork is produced from the landrace 
and durac breeds of pigs that are 
renowned for their succulence  
and flavour.

our Gressingham duck legs are 
sourced from a unique breed of duck 
created by crossing the Wild mallard 
with the peking. all Gressingham  
duck are bred and processed by  
a family run business in a small area  
of east anglia.

the Cropwell bishop stilton comes 
from a family run creamery with origins 
dating back to 1847 and is an eu 
protected designated origin.

our Welsh lamb comes from Gwent, 
reared 20 miles from ensors.

organic
We often get asked about organic 
produce. organic is a lifestyle choice. 
We source soil association accredited 
alternatives to key lines in relevant 
product categories to meet customer 
demand. these include fruit and 
vegetables, meat and dairy, and 
certain manufactured items such as 
sandwiches, delicatessen products, 
drinks and snacks. our supply of 
organic produce is worth annually 
approximately £5.0m and we aspire to 
grow and maintain this range based  
on client and consumer demand. 

all suppliers must ensure, and 
demonstrate by third party  
verification, certificates and use  
of logos, that all organic produce  
or manufactured product supplied  
to us complies with production,  
quality and traceability standards.  

assurance schemes
Compass Group aims to ensure that 
purchased supplies of specified meat 
and fish, all fresh produce, dairy 
and eggs meet required minimum 
production and quality standards. We 
require all suppliers to ensure, and 
demonstrate by third party verification, 
provision of current and appropriate 
certificates (or bona fide copies), 
and by brand or assurance standard 
logos, that all such goods supplied 
to us meet or exceed all appropriate 
production or quality standards. 

We continue to monitor research 
and developments in the different 
assurance schemes available, 
evaluate their application to our 
supply chain and assist our suppliers, 
in understanding and meeting such 
requirements. some of the bodies we 
work with include:

—  the red tractor mark (managed  
by assured food standards)

—  lion Quality mark (british egg 
producers association)

—  british pig executive (bpeX)  
quality pork standard

—  english beef and lamb  
executive (ebleX) quality beef  
and lamb scheme

—  leaf (linking environment and 
farming)

—  msC (marine stewardship Council)

—  fWaG (farming and Wildlife 
advisory Group)

—  efsIs (highest accreditation for 
hygiene and standards)

—  brC (british retail Consortium 
Grade a)

—  aps (managed by assured  
produce scheme).
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03_
work in partnership with our
clients, suppliers and distributors
to reduce the impact of our
business on the environment.

sustainability, ethical and 
environmental issues have become 
increasingly important to our clients 
and consumers. We have some great 
initiatives with suppliers in place and 
work is on-going to increase these.

We are actively reducing carbon 
emissions by consolidating distribution 
through our two key distributors – 
3663 for ambient food and non-food 
consumables, and brakes for chilled 
and frozen foods. this reduces the 
number of deliveries and mileage and 
increases vehicle utilisation, supply 
chain transparency and access to 
uk wide markets for local producers. 
through our centralised distribution 
network we provide a supply chain 
that smaller and regional suppliers can 
use, allowing them to supply without 
the constraints of creating their own 
logistics route into the market. 

put simply, a vehicle from one of our 
small suppliers will make a journey 
to one of our consolidation centres 
where it will be packed with all the 
products that need to be delivered 
to a unit. this means that only one 
lorry will make a trip to that unit, thus 
creating far fewer carbon emissions 
than all our suppliers delivering 
directly to a unit. this vehicle 
utilisation also reduces the number  
of vehicles that are travelling round  
the country half empty.

a great example of this is our work  
with our key partner mbmG.  
our potato supplier manages a  
regional hub in boston, lincolnshire,  
on our behalf which ensures that  
over 95% (over £3.0m) of our root 
vegetables are sourced from the uk. 
We are also working with a number  
of businesses to improve the 
utilisation of vehicles delivering 
imported fruit and vegetables.

Increasing our recycling of used 
cooking oil reduces our carbon 
footprint as the oil is processed to 
provide a fuel that can power vehicles. 
We have extensively promoted 
opportunities for our units to join this 
scheme and aim to recycle all used 
cooking oil from our units to power 
vehicles in our supply chain.

We also work on packaging solutions 
and since June 2008 chilled and 
frozen foods delivered by brakes have 
been arriving in a new buffet box. the 
box is longer, shallower, has no lid and 
uses 10% less cardboard.

waste management
the cost of landfill is constantly 
increasing, and so therefore we are 
focusing on our waste management 
procurement. With this in mind 
our units concentrate on waste by 
reducing, reusing and recycling 
effectively. however, the most efficient 
way of dealing with food waste is 
to avoid producing it, which we are 
achieving through a sensible approach 
to production and purchasing. 

faIrly traded Coffee,  
tea and hot ChoColate  
WIll be avaIlable to  
all of our ClIents and  
We WIll ConsolIdate  
our supply ChaIn further  
to remove an addItIonal  
5% of delIverIes by 2010. 
— mike Walden, uk purchasing & supply Chain director 

04_
support Fairtrade farmers 
and their communities.

Compass Group shares the concerns 
of its clients and consumers about 
the difficult conditions facing many 
growers in producing countries. We 
recognise that fairtrade is one way, 
among others, of benefiting them.

We strongly support the fairtrade 
foundation, whose fairtrade mark 
guarantees that farmers from the 
developing world are paid a price  
that covers the cost of production, 
plus a premium to be spent on 
community projects such as better 
healthcare, sanitation or education. 
We provide a full range of fairtrade 
products sourced through our 
approved suppliers and distributors.  
In may 2008 we became the first  
food service operator to move  
to selling solely fairtrade bananas.  
sales of fairtrade products are  
worth approximately £5.0m, of  
which bananas are over £1.5m. 

In addition to supporting fairtrade 
producers, we encourage our main 
tea and coffee suppliers to work in 
partnership with growers, offering 
appropriate technical advice, training 
and assistance to relevant research 
projects designed to improve the 
quality, efficiency and productivity of 
their farms. this is also a sustainable 
way of improving the incomes and 
standard of living of the farmers in  
the long term. 

We continue to source from a variety 
of organisations to effectively meet the 
needs of our clients and consumers, 
and are willing to engage with new 
suppliers that can offer a consistent 
supply of ethically traded products, 
including fairtrade and its alternatives.
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pillar 
tHree 
Wellness 
& nutrItIon

HealtHy eatinG is Good For 
tHe eConomy, soCiety and 
indiVidual well-beinG. 

In recent years public policy has 
shifted, and there is now a realisation 
that we need to deal with fundamental 
public health issues, which some 
commentators describe as a “time 
bomb”. these issues are having a 
detrimental impact on wellbeing in 
society, including: 

—  the behaviour of children in  
the classroom

—  obesity and poor nutrition  
prevalent throughout schools, 
hospitals and workplaces

—  Increasing pressure on nhs  
trusts to curb spending

—  Greater need to promote academic 
attainment and productivity to 
compete in the global economy. 

It is clear that there is the potential 
for good nutrition to contribute 
as a practical, life changing and 
sustainable solution. Good nutrition, 
as part of a programme of health 
promotion which includes physical 
activity, food education and a healthy 
lifestyle, has the potential to have a 
positive impact on our society.

In 2006 Compass Group 
commissioned three major reports  
to gather evidence on the benefits  
of good nutrition in schools,  
hospitals and the workplace:

Healthy minds:
the link between good nutrition
and academic achievement.

Food as medicine:
the relationship between 
food and recovery. 

wellbeing at work:
employing good nutrition and a
healthy lifestyle in the workplace.

We WIll provIde our 
Consumers WIth full 
nutrItIonal InformatIon 
about our natIonal 
meal proGrammes by 
september 2009 and  
lead the seCtor In 
reduCInG salt and 
meetInG the 2010 food 
standards aGenCy 
tarGets for our oWn 
label brands ahead  
of tIme.
— John pain, marketing director
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eVidenCe From tHe researCH suGGests tHat tHe eConomiC 
Value oF Good nutrition Can be measured in £billions and 
supports tHe link between Good nutrition and aCademiC 
aCHieVement in sCHools, produCtiVity in tHe workplaCe and 
patient reCoVery in Hospitals, but quantiFies tHe beneFits. 

evidence also suggests that funding 
good nutrition programmes can: 

—  earn billions of pounds in additional 
revenue for business by increasing 
productivity through reduced 
absenteeism and increased 
performance during working hours

—  Improve health and safety in  
the workplace due to better 
cognitive function

—  save billions of pounds in the 
public sector through increased 
productivity

—  save billions of pounds in the 
national health service by 
speeding up patient recovery, 
reducing re-admission rates, 
slashing the wastage of food, 
cutting waiting lists as more 
patients will be able to be treated 
and reducing the amount spent on 
obesity related illnesses

—  Inject billions into the economy by 
increasing the academic attainment 
of children, releasing more potential 
among disadvantaged groups and 
reducing the longer term health 
costs of childhood obesity.

the provision of nutritious food is 
a key component of our corporate 
responsibility strategy to promote  
the wellbeing of consumers, be they 
pupils, patients and employees and 
we work closely with a number of our 
clients to impact their organisation’s 
productivity and success. 

leading the sector in wellness  
and nutrition
health, good nutrition and 
encouraging a balanced approach  
to eating are at the heart of our 
business and we are committed to 
improving our consumer’s diet and 
health by making it easier for them to 
make healthy choices. We recognise 
we have wide-ranging responsibilities 
across all sectors of our business to 
educate and inform our consumers 
and employees about the various 
attributes of foods available. We aim 
to offer a nutritionally balanced meal 
every day in every unit and provide 
consumers with information on the 
energy, protein, carbohydrate and  
fat content. 

balanced Choices
We know we have an enormous 
influence on what our millions of 
daily consumers choose to eat and 
drink. that is why we developed our 
healthy eating programme, balanced 
Choices. balanced Choices spans 
our business and is at the forefront 
in driving nutritional awareness. It 
was developed by a skilled team of 
dietitians, nutritional experts and food 
technologists and is based on sound 
science, government guidelines and 
best practice. 

the balanced Choices programme 
is sufficiently flexible to be able to 
be implemented across all areas 
of our business. the programme 
includes defined minimum operational 
standards, a comprehensive operator 
training programme, a detailed 
nutritionally balanced menu/recipe 
bank and a comprehensive range  
of customer information such as 
posters, point of sale material and 
informative bulletins. We are running 
the balanced Choices programme  
in over 750 client premises.

as part of the balanced Choices 
programme, we have further 
developed an online recipe and  
menu planning system that allows 
chefs to access a complete range 
of dishes, each with their balanced 
Choices icons clearly displayed. 
balanced Choices icons are also 
featured on the supporting customer 
point of sale material for that day,  
e.g. low salt, low sugar, low fat, etc.

for restaurants not operating the 
balanced Choices programme, we 
operate a recipe database system 
called recipe for success. healthy 
menu options and 360 recipes are 
featured in the database which is 
available to all restaurants. 

balanced Choices has recently  
been extended for use in our 
education business. the eat, learn, 
live programme developed for our 
scolarest, our state schools business, 
and Chartwells, for the independent 
sector, recognises that teaching 
children and increasingly their parents, 
about food and enthusing them about 
healthy eating is crucial in changing 
dietary habits. 

the strategy is underpinned by a 
number of programmes under the 
three headings. under the learn 
heading there is a ‘fun in food’ 
programme to raise awareness 
with governors, teachers, pupils, 
parents and other stakeholders using 
workshops, school assemblies, 
flyers, posters and quizzes to get the 
message across. We also run ‘meet 
the Grower’ days, the most recent 
taking place with lewisham lea and 
reported on Itv news. this initiative 
further supports learn and also 
demonstrates our commitment to  
local and sustainable produce.
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steamplicity 
steamplicity is a unique cooking 
system which cooks fresh food to 
perfection, ensuring all the taste and 
all the vitality, and has increased 
our ability to offer high quality, fresh 
and nutritious food in the workplace. 
balanced Choice recipes are offered 
through the steamplicity system.

steamplicity has many nutritional 
advantages that can be enjoyed 
by all consumers, in all sectors, 
and this has been confirmed by 
independent analysis. leatherhead 
food International, an independent 
food research company, conducted 
a comparative chemical analysis of 
vegetables cooked by traditional and 
steamplicity methods. a series of  
tests clearly demonstrated that 
vegetables cooked by steamplicity 
retain more vitamin C and folic acid 
than those cooked traditionally or 
by cook-chill methods, and are of 
considerable benefit to all consumers. 
researchers at the university  
of Warwick have also found that 
vegetables cooked by steam  
preserve anti-cancer chemicals.

salt and saturated fat
In 2006 the food standards agency 
published voluntary salt reduction 
targets. the aim of the targets is to 
help guide the food industry to know 
where salt reductions are required, 
and the level of reduction needed to 
help progression towards the fsa’s 
strategic plan target of reducing salt 
intakes to 6g per day. the targets 
covered 85 categories of processed 
foods, including everyday items such 
as bread, bacon, ham, breakfast 
cereals and cheese, and convenience 
foods such as pizza, ready meals, 
savoury snacks, cakes and pastries.

Current population average intakes  
of saturated fat exceed public  
health recommendations and the 
rising levels of obesity indicate that 
energy (calorie) intakes currently 
exceed energy requirements. both 
these occurrences raise serious health 
concerns, particularly in relation to 
cardiovascular disease, some cancers 
and type 2 diabetes. 

We continue to work closely with 
manufacturers and suppliers to source 
products that are lower in salt and we 
are working to reduce the saturated 
fat content of our own label products. 
We have revised the content of many 
of our own label brands – such as 
cooking sauces (reduced salt content 
against previous product by 51%), our 
top selling line of pizza bases (reduced 
salt content against previous product 
by 21%) and tinned mushy peas 
(reduced salt content against previous 
product by 50%). 

partnership with Government
our approach to wellness and  
nutrition is of interest to the uk 
Government and we regularly 
engage with numerous parts of the 
Government to help shape the  
health of the nation. Ian el-mokadem, 
managing director of Compass 
Group uk & Ireland is a member of 
the department of health’s nutrition 
strategy steering Group. In January 
2008, Compass Group provided  
the food standards agency with a 
set of commitments that will deliver 
practical changes that will benefit 
consumers eating at work.

schools
Compass Group supports the 
Government’s programme for 
improving the nutritional content of 
school food and was the only caterer 
to be involved in school food trust 
sponsored trials at heathside school, 
Weybridge. our team of nutritionists 
constantly review our food offer  
and identify ways to improve the 
standard of school meals. september 
2008 saw the introduction of  
nutrient based standards for food  
and drink provided in lunches in 
primary schools. standards will be 
introduced in secondary schools  
by september 2009. 

tony byrne, our director of education 
and Government services has recently 
been appointed to the board of the 
school food trust (sft). tony is 
responsible for ensuring that our 
business supports the Government’s 
programme for improving school food 
and directs a team of nutritionists who 
constantly review our food offer and 
identify ways to improve the standard 
of school meals. he is providing the 
sft with unique insights into how it 
can appropriately develop its influence 
in engaging with leas in the provision 
of healthy, nutritious and appealing 
meals that children want to eat. 

our Commitment to Consumers
Compass Group recognises the 
impact that its supply of food can 
have on the health and nutrition of 
its consumers. We strive to set high 
standards in ‘healthier eating’ and 
consider thoroughly aspects of diet, 
nutrition and lifestyle in our policy-
making and procurement strategy. 

We will:

—  Continue to source healthier 
options, such as low salt and low 
fat alternatives where appropriate, 
and to provide guidance on this to 
support our suppliers

—  ensure that nutrition based 
claims such as ‘low salt’ meet all 
legislative requirements

—  ensure product specifications 
include a full nutritional breakdown

—  provide our consumers with full 
nutritional information about our 
national meal programmes, and 
follow industry guidelines on the 
presentation of such information

—  seek to engage with key decision 
and policy makers and national 
authorities regarding new initiatives 
in healthy eating and comply with 
all legislative requirements. 

steamplICIty Is a unIQue CookInG 
system WhICh Cooks fresh food 
to perfeCtIon, ensurInG all the 
taste and all the vItalIty.
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We WIll reduCe the volume of Waste Generated  
by our offICes by 10% by september 2009 aGaInst  
a 2007/08 baselIne.
– robin mills, human resources director

pillar 
Four 
envIronment

at the majority of our client operating locations we are  
not directly responsible for the procurement of utilities, 
equipment, fuel, etc.; nevertheless we work closely with our 
clients to consider how best to improve the environmental 
performance of our operations and help them deliver their  
own environmental strategies.

We have defined environmental objectives and targets for  
the business for 2008/2009 and beyond and in particular  
will focus on:

 —  Compass Group’s environmental management system 

 —  energy management 

 —  Waste management

 —  Water management

 —  transport management

 —  pollution prevention.

Working with our clients we have been involved with a 
number of initiatives to: 

  reduce the water and energy used in our principal office 
and production units

  reduce the Co2 emissions of our vehicle fleets

  reduce the waste packaging of our supply chain

  track, measure and reduce the volume of office waste  
(i.e. card, paper, plastic and metal)

  reduce food miles by increasing the use of  
seasonally available products sourced from the  
relevant domestic markets

  Increase the volume of recycled used cooking oil

  Increase the volume of biodegradable and  
compostable disposables

  Increase the number of sites with Iso  
14001 accreditation.

In october 2007, Compass Group plC introduced a 
web based reporting tool to track and report globally the 
following in a consistent manner:

 —  petrol and diesel used by company cars and fleet vehicles

 —  directly purchased electricity (including Co2 emissions)  
in relation to our main office locations across the group’s 
ten most developed countries

 —  volume of general office waste generated per annum. 

the first report will be published in January 2009.

Climate Change
Climate change presents a huge 
challenge and Compass Group 
wants to be part of the solution. 
Climate change is no longer an issue 
discussed mainly by scientists  
and environmentalists at the margins 
of public debate: it is now at the 
forefront of public debate. the public, 
environmentalists, scientists and  
most of the world’s governments now 
agree that climate change is the  
most serious environmental issue 
facing our world. the consensus  
is growing that public policy must  
halt climate change before irrevocable 
damage is done to the planet.

Carbon emissions
We are currently conducting a 
review of how we are able to play a 
role in tackling climate change. We 
will be measuring and reporting on 
greenhouse gas emissions associated 
with our business and considering 
appropriate targets and activities to 
reduce our impacts.

as mentioned in pillar 2, one area we 
are making strides in is the distribution 
of goods to our units, including 
consolidating distribution through two 
principal routes: brakes and 3663. 

waste
We have a legal duty of care to ensure 
that all waste is correctly segregated, 
stored and disposed of. effective 
management of waste can contribute to 
reducing greenhouse gases – notably 
methane from landfill sites, improving 
resource efficiency, protecting public 
health and protecting ecosystems.

We are able to make a difference in a 
number of ways, not least by preventing 
waste from occurring in the first 
instance as a consequence of careful 
ordering and meal production.

Working with key providers we are 
striving to achieve:

—  effective measurement and 
prioritisation of waste streams 

—  Improving business efficiency to 
minimise waste

—  segregating and recovering defined 
waste streams for reuse or recycling.

We are also investigating opportunities 
to maximise the impact of new waste 
treatment technologies developed in 
recent years to divert waste from landfill 
to composting.

as part oF tHe larGest Food serViCe  
and support serViCes business in  
tHe world Compass Group reCoGnises  
tHat it Can and does HaVe a siGniFiCant 
enVironmental impaCt as a ConsequenCe  
oF aCtiVities assoCiated witH its  
operations, produCts and serViCes.  
our suppliers and ContraCtors play a 
CritiCal role in our approaCH to minimisinG, 
and wHereVer appropriate improVinG 
enVironmental impaCts assoCiated witH  
our business.
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pillar 
FiVe 
CommunIty

Compass Junior Chefs academy 
We will be enhancing the highly 
successful Compass Junior Chefs’ 
academy – a unique training 
programme designed to attract and 
develop young talent into our sector. 

Compass Group sponsors saturday  
morning cookery schools at colleges 
throughout the uk, many of which  
are in locations that have traditionally 
high levels of unemployment, or  
people leaving school at sixteen.  
the course provides life skills training, 
technical and vocational skills 
development and the opportunity to 
sample a possible future career.  
the number of centres supported 
has increased, as have the numbers 
of students enrolled at each location. 
2,000 candidates have graduated 
from this programme to date and 
considerable acclaim attributed to the 
project by business in the Community, 
the Charities aid foundation and 
similar professional bodies.

springboard and FutureChef 
Core funding is provided for the 
springboard charity and we also 
sponsor a calendar of activities that 
assists young people to access skills 
development and careers advice in 
the hospitality sector. this includes 
a national inter-schools cookery 
competition called futureChef.

futureChef is part of springboard’s 
national schools programme. 
based on a four stage, nationwide 
competition; futureChef is designed 
to help young people aged 12–16 
learn about food and how to cook, 
and provides a unique insight into 
the world of professional caterers. 
supported by key industry partners 
and judged by some of the country’s 
top chefs, last year’s competition 
attracted a record 7,087 entrants 
from 583 schools throughout the uk. 
Currently in its ninth year of operation, 
the programme has given more than 
34,000 students a taste of the culinary 
world. It also provides expert advice 
on the career options and entry routes 
available in the industry.

one Compass – one Charity 
We have previously supported  
a wide range of charities coming  
from a variety of sources. now,  
we have decided to focus our efforts 
on one charity and have a truly 
significant impact in helping the 
organisation reach its goals.

for two years we will partner with 
Cancer research uk and we have set 
a first year goal of raising £250,000, 
alongside £50,000 launch funding.  
this approach will not prevent 
individuals supporting charities on 
a personal basis or partnering with 
clients to support local charities. 

In addition, we are supportive of  
employees that wish to volunteer 
or become trustees or governors of 
charities and are happy for them to 
use the Compass network for the 
benefit of these charities in a relevant 
and appropriate way. 

external recognition
We are proud that our community 
investment initiatives are regularly 
recognised through awards. these 
include business in the Community 
awards for excellence with eight  
“big ticks”, three shortlists and an 
award for excellence for a female 
offender rehabilitation project at 
hmp drake hall; the City of london 
lord mayor’s dragon award for 
education and shortlist in economic 
regeneration category; IGd social 
Commitment award; four springboard 
awards including education and 
corporate citizenship; and the 
Charities aid foundation Innovation 
in Community Investment award  
for three consecutive years for 
different programmes.

Corporate Community 
inVestment (CCi) Continues 
to eVolVe witHin Companies. 
it Has moVed beyond 
pHilantHropy and 
paternalism to beCome  
more inteGrated into  
a Company’s strateGy  
and its Core business. 

CCI is no longer an add-on or narrowly 
defined as ‘the right thing to do’. 
Companies are increasingly integrating 
it into their business culture, strategy 
and decision-making processes. 
there are a number of different ways 
that companies implement CCI in their 
business, including:

—  Working in partnership with 
charitable organisations 

—  employee engagement 

—  payroll giving 

—  donating goods to charities 

—  Cause-related marketing to raise 
funds and awareness about 
charities and good causes.

research by business in the 
Community shows that the public 
believe business should play its  
part in the community, particularly 
through using the power of its brand 
and products to support charities  
and causes.

We recognise and appreciate our 
responsibilities within the communities 
in which we work and live. our 
community investment programme  
is comprehensive and effective  
and has helped thousands to reach  
their potential in education, 
employment and social inclusion.  
our people pride themselves on  
being good neighbours and actively 
support their local communities  
using, whenever possible, their  
skills and the locations where  
they work to provide support to 
community initiatives. 

the next step is to start driving this 
in a strategic way which engages 
all Compass Group employees. 
We will be focusing on community 
and charitable activities that involve 
diet, nutrition, wellness and skills 
development for our people. We 
will also aim to engage and inspire 
employees of the future and promote 
the sector as an attractive place to 
work. a sample of our programme is 
as follows:

Compass in the Community 
programme
our ‘Compass in the Community’ 
programme will continue to 
complement our on-going 
commitment to our ethos of Great 
people, Great service and Great 
results and provide a focus for 
charitable support to projects large 
and small. projects will promote 
healthy lifestyles, tackle social 
exclusion, improve employment 
chances and promote sustainability 
and diversity. 

In the past our people have used a 
blend of core competencies, financial, 
management and employee skills to 
deliver multi-award winning innovative 
programmes. the ess offshore team 
won the Compass in the Community 
awards 2008 for their partnership with 
fraserburgh academy in aberdeen. 
the £10,000 prize will go to further 
develop the successful project to 
make an even more outstanding 
contribution to the community. 

We WIll enGaGe WIth  
eaCh of our employees  
to enCouraGe them to use  
theIr skIlls to support  
theIr loCal CommunIty  
and We WIll lead the  
seCtor In raIsInG money  
for CharIty.
— John pain, marketing director
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Corporate responsIbIlIty obJeCtIves, key performanCe IndICators and tarGets anneX a

obJeCtiVe kpi tarGet 08/09

all employees 
skilled and 
equipped to 
safely deliver high 
performance results

e-learning to be accredited by City & Guilds by september 2009 

Implement e-learning from January 2009 

process for awarding nvQs and apprenticeships in place in england 
and Wales by september 2009

funding solution for colleagues in scotland agreed by  
september 2009

by september 2009 all employees will 
have the opportunity to obtain a nationally 
recognised qualification

Champion the 
development of 
a sustainable 
approach to 
apprenticeships 
across our sector

20 apprenticeships offered in 2008 (who will continue their 
development throughout 2009/2010)

sector champions identified in the business

Increased number of centres of excellence within the business  
by may 2009

mentors identified and trained by august 2009 before additional 
apprentices join

Increase marketing activities at colleges, schools and careers fares 
promoting apprenticeships

to attract and offer 100 apprenticeship places by october 2009

offer 100 management apprenticeships  
a year by october 2009

provide full 
traceability of 
products and 
suppliers within  
our approved  
supply chain to 
ensure food safety, 
sustainable and 
ethical standards  
are built in to  
our requirements

review supplier evaluation questionnaire

audit suppliers approved status

to implement our Global sustainable 
purchasing Guidelines and supplier audit 
standards by december 2009

evidence of promoting msC certified fish to our clients

timely update of approved products list as soon as new msC 
certified fish becomes available

Increase amount of msC certified fish 
available for units

evidence of supporting units who wish to gain the CoC within  
their unit

Increase number of units who have gained 
msC Chain of Custody

We will support clients wishing to use free range eggs and support 
those wishing to commit to the gaining the Good egg award

Increased number of units gaining the Good 
egg award

paper sourced from sustainable forests

evidence of promoting forest stewardship Council certification

all suitable marketing material to be printed 
on paper that is at least 50% recycled by 
september 2009

support units who wish to use organic produce by promoting a list 
of organic produce available

track and measure % of organic produce 
and support units who wish to use organic  
by promoting a list of organic produce

support units by promoting a list provided to each unit of assured 
produce schemes available

track and measure % of food sourced from 
assured produce schemes

support british 
sourcing, working 
with farmers 
and growers to 
use local and 
regional produce 
made, grown or 
reared to support 
local or regional 
requirements

% total requirement of fresh produce sourced from uk 

run three initiatives that highlight our commitment to supporting 
british sourcing by october 2009

four initiatives where we have worked in partnership with our 
clients, suppliers and distributors that promote our commitment to 
sustainable sourcing, e.g. “meet the Grower”

track and measure % of fresh produce 
sourced from the uk by april 09

Identify initiatives that support commitment 
to supporting british sourcing

partner with our clients, suppliers and 
distributors to promote our commitment to 
sustainable sourcing 

obJeCtiVe kpi tarGet 08/09

Work in partnership 
with our clients, 
suppliers and 
distributors to 
reduce the impact 
of our business on 
the environment

everyone involved in the supply chain to 
undergo training modules

annual event to communicate with our top 
50 suppliers to share our business strategy 
and to give our suppliers an opportunity to 
raise any concerns with senior management

roll-out the Compass sustainable sourcing training to the 
procurement teams by september 2009
annual strategy and targets set with  
top suppliers

support fairtrade 
farmers and their 
communities

partner with clients to promote fairtrade.

support units who wish to use fairtrade 
produce by promoting a list of fair trade 
produce available

Increase sales of fairtrade food and beverage

origin foods % compliance with target all origin foods (own label) products to have clear nutritional 
labelling

balanced Choices total number of units providing balanced 
Choices to their consumers

5% improvement in the total number of units providing the balanced 
Choices programme to their consumers

eliminate waste  
to landfill

volume or tonnage waste to landfill

tonnages materials recycled 

packaging handled by business

track and measure waste arisings associated with our offices and  
units where we control the waste contract

Conduct an audit to determine opportunities for waste reduction  
and recycling

reduce volume of waste generated at offices by 10% on 2007/2008 

Conduct food waste recovery trial and determine national approach

establish a recovery programme for used packaging associated with 
the steamplicity operation

minimise water use 
and promote water 
efficiency 

litres consumed by offices track and measure the annual consumption of water in offices in 
order to identify opportunities for improvement

Control our 
environmental  
impact through  
the management  
of pollution

We will report on:

number of fines and prosecutions

£ cost of fines and prosecutions

preventive measures taken to avoid  
re-occurrence

make our operations 
more energy 
efficient

kWh gas

kWh electricity

tonnes Co2 per £m turnover

track and measure total carbon footprint (tonnes of Co2) and  
per £ turnover

review climate change strategy and determine appropriate Co2 
reduction target aligned to our offices and facilities where we  
have direct control

minimise 
environmental 
impacts associated 
with our transport 
activities

Commitments pledged by our top five 
suppliers

further consolidate our deliveries to remove an additional 2% of 
deliveries by september 2009 

Introduce a new company vehicle policy which includes a focus  
on reduced environmental impacts

advance the 
Compass 
environmental 
management  
system

number and % of units and offices 
accredited

Continue to support and develop Iso 14001 where there is a clear 
business and environmental benefit in doing so and report annually  
on progress

develop a plan to achieve corporate Iso 14001 by year end 
2010/2011 and report annually on progress
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for further information please contact allan edwards  
at ukcorporateresponsibility@compass-group.co.uk 

Compass Group uk & Ireland limited
rivermead, oxford road, denham, uxbridge ub9 4bf
t: +44 (0) 1895 554 554 f: +44 (0) 1895 554 555
www.compass-group.co.uk
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